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 Leading Taiwanese tech firm Asus unveiled a hybrid device which
combines a laptop, tablet and mobile phone Monday in what it hailed as
a "world first".

The launch came the day before Computex—Asia's biggest technology
trade show—opens its doors in the capital Taipei.
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Asus chief Jonney Shih showed off the Transformer Book V in front of
a packed house of hundreds of industry leaders, experts and media from
around the world.

"In each of the modes, we offer an uncompromised experience, no
matter whether for communication, productivity or entertainment," Shih
said.

In a further attempt by the company to diversify into the mobile market,
the device has five modes—as a laptop and detachable tablet running
both Android and Windows operating systems, and as an Android phone.

The five-inch phone docks into the tablet and promises speeds up to four
times faster than 3G. As a laptop, one "hardware button" switches
between the two operating systems.

Asus made its name making motherboards but is now the world's
number three tablet seller, with a five percent share, and fifth in the PC
rankings.

The Transformer Book V was met with applause from the audience.

"I like that it's a five-in-one—it's a case of convenience, having
everything in one device," said Antonin Lee of Taipei-based YouTube
channel Techalook.

But it also has its limitations, Lee said.
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Promoters display the new "ASUS Transformer Book V" by Taiwanese
electronics company ASUS during a press conference ahead of the Computex
tech show in Taipei on June 2, 2014

"It's not for someone who wants a high-end smartphone or hardcore
gamers who would need something more powerful—it's more for the
mid-range user. It's about convenience rather than performance."

Drastic shift

The Asus launch followed Taiwanese rival Acer's announcement of its
first smart wearable Friday, the Liquid Leap wristband with fitness
tracking, phone and SMS notification and music control, which will be
sold together with its Liquid Jade smartphone.

Acer will also unveil these new devices at Computex.
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Traditionally a PC-focused show, this year's Computex is reflecting the
surging market for smart gadgets, with a new SmarTech area including
sections devoted to wearables, intelligent vehicle systems and security.
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